This paper which adopts Probability statistics fuzzy mathematical principles and methods gives the Fuzzy reliability index of the cold storing system with two different units when the switch is completely reliable and the switch is not completely reliable (Switch life 0-1and Exponential distribution). And this paper gives a new kind of Failure mode, that is: system will be immediately failure if the switch is failure, meanwhile, it gives the new mode's Fuzzy reliability index.
Prior knowledge
Knows C by literature [1] to express in the classical reliable definition "the product in…maintains its stipulation function" this clear event, C expressed "the ist unit is working", i C expressed the fuzzy function subset which we discussed. By fuzzy conditional probability definition we obtain:
According to the fuzzy reliable theory and the ordinary reliable theory we have:
Substitutes (3) into (1) (2) we have: 
Fuzzy Reliability analysis
Theorem 1 Suppose the system is the cold storing system with two different units and the switch is completely reliable, Its life respectively is 2 1 , x x , also obeys separately exponential distribution 2 1 , , mutually independent, so the fuzzy reliability and fuzzy mean lifetime are: 
So substitutes (5) (6) (7) into (4) we obtain the fuzzy reliability
, obtain easily:
Therefore substitute (6) into equation (8), we have:
is an average value which is in operating time sector
, and it is a constant.
Theorem 2 suppose the system is the cold storing system with two different units and the switch is not completely reliable, Its life respectively is 2 1 , x x , Also obeys separately exponential distribution 2 1 , , mutually independent, so the fuzzy reliability and fuzzy mean lifetime are: 
Substituting (10) (5) (6) into (4) entails that:
Because the mean life of system is: 
Substituting (12) (5) (6) into (4) entails that
Substituting (6) into (14) entails that
Theorem 4
The system immediately expires when the switch is not working, the life of two different units is 2 1 , x x , the life of switch is K x , Obeys the exponential distribution separately and the parameter is 2 1 , and K , mutually independent, so the fuzzy reliability is: 
